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Results of Forward 3D Interpolation Results of Forward 3D Interpolation
Result of testing several 3D-LUT packing -Testing methods and interpolation errors
• Geometric techniques along the neutral axis Average color differences -Improving the interpolation accuracy as the sampling rate increases • Applying a uniform 5-level LUT and a uniform 9-level LUT Fig. 9 .14. Error distributions of a uniform 5-level LUT. -Contradiction of the data obtained for a Xerox/RGBto-CIELAB transform
• Tetrahedral is better than other methods
• Equally spaced LUTs give better accuracy than the corresponding nonuniform LUTs Table 9 .3. Comparisons of interpolation accuracies in terms of the average for sRGB-to-CIELAB transform. • Accuracies for all four geometric interpolations ( Fig. 9.21) • Uniform and nonuniform LUTs (Fig. 9.22) -Trilinear interpolation at 5-level Fig. 9 .21. Error distributions of a 9-level inverse 3D-LUT. Fig. 9 .22. Error distributions of the trilinear interpolation using a uniformly spaced and nonuniformly spaced inverse 3D LUT.
